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Abstract
Increasingly, firms are forming alliances to engage in cooperative innovation activities with
their competitors. Participating firms in an R&D consortium can not only obtain the general
benefits from cooperation, but also further promote communication and mutual learning due
to the common knowledge base with their competitors in the consortium. However, R&D
consortium as a typical cooperative innovation alliance has downsides too - competition in a
cooperative consortium provides member firms with not only benefits, but also challenges.
The opportunistic nature of competition poses a dilemma formember firmswhen they decide
how much effort should be committed to cooperative R&D activities. This study aims to
investigate the benefits and costs of competition for firm innovation in cooperative R&D
consortia. The study will also identify the boundary conditions to amplify the advantages of
competition in terms of the network properties of consortia. The study employs data from649
firms in 50 Japanese R&D consortia to analyze the curvilinear relationship between the
intensity of competition and firm innovation in a cooperative consortium. It was found that a
focal firm with a moderate level of competition will have better innovation performance
compared to thosewith either a low or high level of competition.Moreover, it investigates the
moderating roles of the firms’ size disparity of R&D consortia and the consortium-organized
interaction. The results indicate that the R&D consortium with a low size disparity amplifies
the linear effect of the competition on cooperative innovation, which can help the focal firm
achieve more gains from cooperative R&D. The consortium-organized interaction
strengthens the curvilinear effect of the competition intensity on innovation. This study, using
resource dependence theory and social network lenses, extends our understanding of the role
of coopetition in firm innovation performance by filling the gap in when and to what extent
the intensity of competitionmatters inmultiparty cooperative R&D consortia. It also provides
new evidence on the boundary conditions of R&D consortia managing the tension.
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With growing competition in a knowledge-intensive environment, firms increas-
ingly rely on forming alliances to engage in cooperative innovation activities,
especially with their competitors, to develop well-known coopetition strategies
(simultaneous cooperation and competition) (Bengtsson & Kock, 2014;
Bouncken, Fredrich, Ritala, & Kraus, 2018). Currently, the cooperative innova-
tion alliances have been evolving from simple, dyadic relations to multiparty
networks (Bouncken & Fredrich, 2016). The R&D consortium has caught a large
amount of attention as a typical example of such cooperative innovation alliances
(with competitors).Examples of such alliances are the 42 consortia set up by the
Japanese Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (Nishimura & Okamuro,
2018; Sakakibara, 2002). Consortia are increasingly popular, not only because
of the general benefits of cooperation, but also because of the win-win
coopetition strategy through which competitors (with a common knowledge base)
can further promote communication and mutual learning(Fonti, Maoret, &
Whitbred, 2017; Gnyawali & Park, 2011; Gulati, Wohlgezogen, & Zhelyazkov,
2012). However, participating firms have to master the consortium’s challenges -
this is because competition dominated by divergent interests often brings about
opportunistic behavior (Dougherty & Dunne, 2011; Fonti, Maoret, & Whitbred,
2015; Sydow, Windeler, Schubert, & Möllering, 2012). This may be a reason
why not all firms join an R&D consortium, and, in fact, why some firms even
exit from consortia. These opposing roles of competition in cooperative innova-
tion prompt the following research questions. Whether a coopetition strategy can
contribute to firm innovation in an R&D consortium? Under what conditions of
the consortia can these contributions be more effective?

Extant theoretical and empirical research has yielded inconsistent findings on
coopetition in the pursuit of innovation(e.g. Gnyawali & Park, 2011; Ritala, 2012;
Bengtsson, Raza-Ullah, & Vanyushyn, 2016; Yuan, Guo, & Lee, 2019). Most of
these studies focused on dyadic relationships using a survey or a case study. In an
R&D consortium, the inter-firm relationships become more complicated as the
number of firms increase. This is not the equivalent of partner selection for dyads
(Czernek & Czakon, 2016; Tidström & Rajala, 2016). A reason for this is that, for
a focal firm, cooperative R&D consortia comprise of both competitors and non-
competitors which may simultaneously experience competition-dominated, coop-
eration-dominated, and coopetitive relationships with different participating firms.
Thus, it is challenging to apply the findings of dyadic research to multilateral
consortia. Although there have been a few studies that analyze the effect of
competition intensity on the cooperative innovation activities in R&D consortia,
they report inconsistent results especially in the Asia Pacific context. Theses
inconsistent results include a negative effect, as reported in a study on early
Japanese panel data (Branstetter & Sakakibara, 2002) and an inverted U-shaped
effect reported by a survey of Chinese consortia (Chen, Dai, & Li, 2016). The first
aim of the study is to investigate the effect of competition intensity on firm
innovation in the cooperative R&D consortium with large-sample data in the Asia
Pacific context.
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Moreover, inconsistent findings of dyadic studies and the network property of
consortia hint at boundary conditions associated with network properties that
foster a favorable environment for balancing the beneficial and detrimental
features of competition in a cooperative R&D consortium (Hoffmann, Lavie,
Reuer, & Shipilov, 2018). Previous studies have applied social network analysis
to study structural and relational properties of networks and their effects on
firms’ innovation behaviors (Cui, Yang, & Vertinsky, 2018; Guan & Liu, 2016;
Monaghan, Lavelle, & Gunnigle, 2017; Wang, 2016). Most of these studies
focused on the composition and governance of networks. Can similar properties
of consortia be considered as boundary conditions to moderate the effect of
competition on firm innovation in a cooperative consortium? With regard to
network composition, there is paradoxical evidence on the firm size of partners
in such alliances. The dyadic study on partner selection proposed that coopera-
tive innovation often occurs in alliances that have competitors with of different
sizes because they have a similar resource base and a gap of technology
capability (Gnyawali & Park, 2009). This has an adverse impact on trust and
fairness in nonequity alliances, which in turn, affects the efficiency of coopera-
tion (Chung, Ko, & Kim, 2019; Gudergan, Devinney, & Susan Ellis, 2016).
Competitors might then indulge in free-riding and “learning races”- this is not
beneficial for cooperative innovation. Thus, there is merit in studying the role of
the firms’ size disparity in an R&D consortium, with the extent of the difference
in member firms’ sizes set as a boundary condition. Regarding network gover-
nance, researchers have emphasized the role of informal inter-firm interaction in
knowledge sharing and innovation (Chen et al., 2016; Chen, Han, Wang,
Ieromonachou, & Lu, 2019; Zhou, Wu, & Li, 2019), However, the role of a
network-level formal governance mechanism has not been adequately researched
(Bouncken, Clauß, & Fredrich, 2016). Formal interaction organized by consortia
might make up for the deficiency of an informal interaction mechanism and the
lack of constraints, and, in turn, promote interfirm trust building. Thus, it would
be examined as the other boundary condition in the study.

Overall, the study investigates the effect of a focal firm’s competitive
intensity on its innovation performance in a cooperative R&D consortium.
The scope of the study encompasses the Asia Pacific context, and uses data
from 649 participating firms in 50 Japanese R&D consortia. It offers empirical
evidence for the inverted-U shaped relationship between intensity of competi-
tion and firm innovation. The data shed light on the benefits and costs of
competition - this influences the effort a firm is willing to make in a cooper-
ative consortium. The study also investigates the moderating roles of the firms’
size disparity for the R&D consortia and consortium-organized formal interac-
tion. The study argues that a low firm size disparity and high formal interaction
can provide a favorable environment for firms to amplify the benefits of the
competition in firm’s innovation in the cooperative consortium. This study
extends our understanding of the role of coopetition in firm innovation perfor-
mance by shifting the discussion from whether dyadic coopetition is beneficial
for innovation to when and to what extent the intensity of competition matters
in multiparty cooperative R&D consortia using resource dependence theory and
social network lenses.
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Theory and hypotheses

Cooperation and competition for innovation in the R&D consortia

The concept of coopetition is defined as simultaneous competition and cooper-
ation between firms. Building on the game theory construct, the idea of
coopetition was originally developed in the 1980s (Luo, 2007). It was formu-
lated as a win-win strategy that went beyond the conventional rules of both
competition and cooperation to make use of the advantages of both (Nalebuff,
Brandenburger, & Maulana, 1996). By definition, coopetition is essentially an
amalgam of paradoxes (Wilhelm, 2011) and the increasing interest in studying
it stems from its paradoxical nature (e.g. Bengtsson & Kock, 2014; Gast, Filser,
Gundolf, & Kraus, 2015).

Prior studies have manifested that coopetition as a form of linkage with
firms - this -provides knowledge creation, sharing, acquisition, absorption,
integration, and innovation enhancement (Huang & Yu, 2011; Zhang, Shu,
Jiang, & Malter, 2010). In the resource-based view, competitors engaging in
R&D cooperation possess a similar knowledge base and a common market
vision. This helps them make joint efforts toward common R&D goals, and
also help them enhance their mutual knowledge and capability (Ritala &
Hurmelinna-Laukkanen, 2009). However, from the perspective of transaction
cost economics, coopetition is considered as an extremely risky strategy due
to potentially opportunistic behaviors (Gnyawali & Park, 2011). Unintended
technology spillovers, inevitable leakage of sensitive knowledge, and innovation
suppression are downsides of coopetition (Arranz & de Arroyabe, 2008;
Jarvenpaa & Majchrzak, 2016; Kang & Kang, 2010). Firms often struggle with
the dilemma of how much to commit to cooperative R&D. This dilemma stems
from the need to cooperate with competitors to create new value and the
temptation to be opportunistic to appropriate a greater share of cooperative
value (Gnyawali & Park, 2009). This dilemma also arises due to resource
dependency on partners and competitors – even though cooperation can be
seen as a social exchange process of resources. The inverted U-shaped effect
of coopetition on firm innovation has also been indicated (Park, Srivastava, &
Gnyawali, 2014). Although there are different research perspectives and mixed
conclusions, dyad-level research lays a good foundation for unpacking the more
complex relationship between coopetition and innovation in networks
(Bengtsson & Kock, 2014).

The R&D consortium, as a typical cooperative innovation alliance, is formed by
voluntary arrangements among firms aiming at cooperative R&D with the intent of
sharing skills and cost (Nishimura & Okamuro, 2018; Sakakibara, 2002). Firms joining
R&D consortia benefit from opportunities but, on the other hand, they also face
potential challenges. This is because such consortia often include both noncompetitors
and competitors. Non-competitors can generate knowledge-sharing and the spillover
effects of complementary knowledge and technological diversity (Phelps, 2010). Com-
petitors provide common knowledge and the benefits of similar technology as a basis
for cooperation. On the flip side, they may undermine cooperative objectives through
opportunism (Ritala & Hurmelinna-Laukkanen, 2013). Hence, it is worth to
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investigating the extent to which the competition intensity in a cooperative R&D
consortium is conducive to the focal firm’s innovation.

Influence of competition on firm innovation in the cooperative R&D consortium

Since the purposes of all firms joining R&D consortia are cooperative innovation, the
key issue of the coopetition in R&D consortia essentially stems from the trade-off
between the benefits and costs of competition in cooperative relationship.

According to Chen (1996), competitors are defined as firms operating in the
same industry, offering similar products, and targeting similar customers. The
intensity of competition for a focal firm increases with the increase in the
number of firms in the consortium belonging to the same industry as the focal
firm. The firm can obtain similar resources from the competitors due to their
market overlap, which is considered as a necessary condition for effective
cooperative R&D for several reasons (Gnyawali & Park, 2009). First, the
resource similarity provides the necessary common knowledge and technology
base for deep communication with each other (Bouncken, Gast, Kraus, &
Bogers, 2015a, 2015b; Ritala & Hurmelinna-Laukkanen, 2013). It is easier to
exchange and absorb knowledge during cooperation, which enhances the effi-
ciency of cooperative R&D. Second, the resource similarity can help to reduce
the average input in R&D activities for firms in the same field, which is
important in sharing costs and risks in the process of technological development
(Gnyawali & Srivastava, 2013). Third, it can provide the focal firm with the
opportunity to widen its horizon in certain technical fields, and enhance its
awareness of new, related technology developments (Ritala & Hurmelinna-
Laukkanen, 2009). In addition, the remaining noncompetitors can provide
access to complementary resources for improving cooperative innovation
(Gnyawali & Park, 2009) because firms can combine their strengths and create
synergy. They are also unlikely to be opportunistic with each other and learn
more from the relationship due to a reciprocal commitment (Sarkar, Echambadi,
& Harrison, 2001). Thus, the combination of resource similarity and comple-
mentarity can be conducive to innovation outputs.

However, when the number of firms that have the same products, technology and
resources would constantly increase, the intensity of competition for a focal firm
becomes higher. Since competition is indeed governed by divergent interests, the
focal firm in a competition-dominated cooperative relationship is more likely to
have opportunistic behaviors. The firm may prefer to devote less time and effort to
cooperative R&D due to a high resource similarity with others because the firm
cares about the free-riding potential and the risk of being imitated (Bouncken &
Fredrich, 2016; Fonti et al., 2017; Zeng, Chen, Dong, & Zheng, 2015). Further, due
to self-interested motivations, the company may also enter to “learning races” with
others to obtain asymmetric learning at its advantage (Le Roy & Czakon, 2016; Liu
& Tan, 2017). In addition, if the number of non-competitors reduces, that will
decrease the benefits of resource complementarity. This reduces the motivation for
learning from each other, which results in less commitment to the cooperative R&D
activities. Thus, the superficial cooperative relationship in an R&D consortium is
maintained by the low level of interfirm knowledge sharing, which ultimately
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diminishes the benefits of cooperation (Czernek & Czakon, 2016; Kraus, Klimas,
Gast, & Stephan, 2018).

In summary, a moderate level of competition for a focal firm in a cooperative
consortium could not only add to the advantage of resource similarity with its compet-
itors but also maintain access to the complementary resources from its non-competitors.
This encourages a focal firm to make more commitments to cooperative innovation
rather than the very low or very high levels of the intensity of competition with others
in an R&D consortium. We can hypothesize that:

H1: There is an inverted U-shaped relationship between the intensity of competition
for a focal firm and its innovation performance in a cooperative R&D
consortium.

Moderating effect of the firms’ size disparity of R&D consortia

For the purposes of this study, the firms’ size disparity, refers to the extent of the difference in
the member firms’ sizes within a consortium. This disparity is used to characterize the
consortium composition in terms of firm sizes (Harrison & Klein, 2007). When firms are
relatively unequal in size in a consortium (high disparity), there is power asymmetry among
participating firms (Van der Vegt, de Jong, Bunderson, & Molleman, 2010). The unequal
status may aggravate opportunistic behaviors associated with competition, which affects the
willingness to pool efforts in cooperation (Gnyawali & Park, 2011; Kang & Kang, 2010).
With the increase in the intensity of competition, small firms may be more vulnerable to
opportunism and at risk of sensitive knowledge leakage because the large firms hold more
power and the small firms may not have effective mechanisms to monitor, influence, or
counter-act the large firm’s behaviors. The small firm is also prone to imitating or devoting
less efforts as a free-rider instead of actively innovating in response to the behaviors of the
large firm (Giachetti & Lanzolla, 2016; Nyaga, Lynch, Marshall, & Ambrose, 2013).
Moreover, the power asymmetry of a high-disparity network facilitates injustice for the
small firm – this, in turn, heightens interfirm politics and undermines self-improvement
(Fisher, 2010). It is also likely to amplify the risks of conflicts, disaffection and even
insincere cooperation (Choi, Chowdhury, & Kim, 2016; Wang, 2011). All these factors
impede the small firm’s innovation performance. On the other hand, although the large firm
may take advantage of its higher value in cooperative R&D activities, the value of
cooperating with these smaller firms may actually be less than the value of cooperating
with similar or larger firms. The prominent differences in absorptive capacity involving tacit
technical knowledge and technical capacity among firms hinder interorganizational learning
and knowledge creation during knowledge spillovers (Fabrizio, 2009). In addition, this
facilitates a “learning race”, where each firm tries learn more than others and magnifies
available knowledge asymmetries which is detrimental to knowledge co-creation and
cooperative innovation (Wu, 2014). Hence, a high-disparity consortium intensifies the
downward pressure of competition on the firm’s innovation.

In contrast, relatively equitable cooperative relationships are established in consortia
consisting of firms with similar sizes (low disparity). This makes it easier for a focal
firm to monitor its partners’ actions, especially that of its competitors (Park et al.,
2014). Thus, equal power among competitors can restrict mutual behaviors to decrease
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opportunism during cooperation. Besides, equality is good for communication and
resource exchange from a social exchange theory perspective (Emerson, 1962). The
focal firm is more likely to realize the technological progress and knowledge spillover
from similar-size firms in cooperative R&D activities with the increasing intensity of
competition which can stimulate the rapid generation of new ideas (Dyer & Nobeoka,
2000). In addition, peer pressure can motivate each firm to work harder (Kandel &
Lazear, 1992). Hence, a low-disparity consortium provides a fair and motivated
environment for firms to amplify the incentive role of competition on cooperative
innovation. Thus, we can hypothesize that:

H2: A low firms’ size disparity of R&D consortia would strengthen the positive
effect of a focal firm’s competitive intensity on its innovation performance in a
cooperative R&D consortium.

Moderating effect of consortium-organized interaction

The R&D consortium can be considered as a large organization which can use
organizing and coordinating functions with a view to providing formal and reliable
activities for interaction among firms. For the purposes of this study, we shall call this
consortium-organized interaction (Lin, Fang, Fang, & Tsai, 2009). The reliable benefits
pf this interaction offers opportunities to share more realistic ideas and allow more
efficient communication (Joia & Lemos, 2010). Effective knowledge-sharing can
stimulate creative inspiration. Specifically, the focal firm with a certain intensity of
competition can make better use the common knowledge base to develop creative
ideas. Moreover, many studies have already indicated that interorganizational interac-
tion can facilitate the production of trust, which diminishes potential opportunism from
the competition (Chen, Lin, & Yen, 2014). The public and reliable interaction orga-
nized by the consortium can make it easier to promote trust among firms by increasing
the costs of opportunism. This is known as “deterrence-based” trust (Rousseau, Sitkin,
Burt, & Camerer, 1998). Since a firm’s behavior is more visible in the consortium-
organized interaction, opportunistic behaviors can quickly jeopardize a firm’s reputa-
tion and status in the whole consortium. This can affect future opportunities to acquire
benefits from the cooperative R&D (Raihani & Bshary, 2015). This could fill the gap of
informal interaction, which is a lack of constraint. In addition, positively participating
in the consortium-organized interaction can improve the centrality of a focal firm in the
consortium and, in turn, help obtain more critical knowledge from others and enjoy
more cooperative value (Tsai, 2002). Thus, the consortium-organized interaction can
contribute to promoting the efficiency of cooperation, and reduce the negative effects of
competition on the firms’ innovation.

However, if the intensity of competition is too strong, the benefits from consortium-
organized interactions may conversely dissipate. The fast diffusion of knowledge and
information during interaction may be counterproductive. It would aggravate concerns
about the unintended spillover of key knowledge and the inevitable sensitive
knowledge-leakage due to high intensive competition (Jarvenpaa & Majchrzak, 2016;
Kang & Kang, 2010). Moreover, they may be more prone to silence, to remain as a
listener in the consortium-organized interactions, to minimize the leakage of their own
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critical knowledge. That is, they may prefer to adopt a conservative competitive
strategy to reduce their own contribution to the cooperative R&D activities, thereby
ensuring a relative competitive advantage.

Overall, consortium-organized interactions can exert a moderating role, which
changes both the incentives and negative effects of competition on innovation by
accelerating the flow of information. Hence, we can hypothesize that:

H3: A high consortium-organized interaction would strengthen the effect of a focal
firm’s competitive intensity on its innovation performance in the cooperative
R&D consortium, and vice versa.

The theoretical framework of the research is shown in Fig. 1.

Research method

Data collection and samples

The study collected the data from R&D consortia in Japan and their participating firms
to verify the hypotheses. The choice of the research object is based on the following
considerations. First, there is an apparent contradiction of cooperation and competition
among participating firms in R&D consortia due to the propulsion of cooperative
innovation (Chen et al., 2016). Second, Japan is a representative economy in Asia
Pacific context and highly emphasizes the cooperative R&D among firms. Japan has
been believed as a forerunner in cooperative R&D, and Japanese firms are actively
participating in R&D consortia, which is often sponsored by the Japanese government
(Nishimura & Okamuro, 2018; Sakakibara, 2003). In addition, there are various types
of R&D consortia in Japan, such as consortia referring in a clear industry (e.g.,
pharmaceutical, semiconductor), and consortia referring in a broad technical field
(e.g., artificial intelligence), which can meet the research goals by providing a wide
range of samples. Thus, Japanese R&D consortia are frequently employed to study the
issues about cooperative R&D (Branstetter & Sakakibara, 2002; Okamuro &
Nishimura, 2018).

We focused on the R&D consortia established before 2014 in Japan and collected
data from the news dataset of Nikkei Telecom21. Due to the limitations of data
availability, we collected 50 R&D consortia (each have 5 to 148 participating firms)
with an explicit management office and a sophisticated homepage recording partici-
pants. The analysis unit is still a focal firm in each consortium, although the moderating
variables as boundary conditions are considered from the consortium level. Nonfirm

Intensity of Competition

for a Focal Firm

Firms’ Size Disparity of a R&D Consortium

Consortium-organized Interaction

Firm Innovation in the

R&D Consortium

H2

H3

H1

Fig. 1 Theoretical framework and hypotheses
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participants in consortia, such as public research institutes and universities, were not
given attention in this study due to their nonprofit nature and strong affiliation with
governments (Chen & Kenney, 2007).

Based on the lists of participating firms found from each homepage of consortia, we
searched for the data of listed firms from the database of Nikkei ValueSearch, such as
established year, number of employees, industry fields, sales and R&D expenditure.
Then, we searched for the basic information of the other firms from the Japanese
Company Handbook and their homepages, such as established year, number of em-
ployees and industry field. Due to the availability and reliability of all the data, 649
participating firms covering 20 industries such as pharmaceutical, chemical, semicon-
ductor and electronics in 50 Japanese R&D consortia were obtained.

As patents are externally validated through the relatively strict examination process
and patent databases are publicly available and becoming increasingly computer
readable, they are often used as a fair and reliable measurement of innovation (Kim
& Inkpen, 2005). Thus, the study used patent-based data during 2014–2016 to measure
innovation performance, accounting for a time lag in the implementation of meaningful
collaborations and innovation outputs. Patents of Japanese firms were obtained from
the database of Japan Platform for Patent Information (J-PlatPat). The study only used
patents from a single country in order to maintain consistency, reliability, and compa-
rability across firms (Griliches, 1991). Relevant patents in different subject areas can be
identified using the International Patent Classification (IPC) codes, developed at the
World Intellectual Property Organization (Leydesdorff, Kushnir, & Rafols, 2014). This
classification system is a hierarchy of codes, structured into different levels.
Consortium-related patent counts were generated based on the IPC classifications
(Johnstone, Haščič, & Popp, 2010).

Measurement of variables

Dependent variable

The innovation performance of a focal firm in a cooperative R&D consortium was
measured by the number of patents generated under the influence of participating
in the consortium during the preceding 3 years (2014–2016). Based on an exten-
sive review of technology developments and established purposes from the
homepages and materials of consortia, a set of keywords were identified for this
study with the assistance of 5 different-major PhD classmates. These keywords
were used to determine appropriate IPC codes related to the research fields of
R&D consortia. As to each firm, the innovation performance in a cooperative
R&D consortium can be measured by the number of consortium-related patents
that can be judged if the patent has the same IPC code as that of the consortium.
Since it is a large amount of work involving 649 sample firms in 50 R&D
consortia, we counted the number of consortium-related patents for each firm by
constructing searching codes in the database of J-PlatPat. The searching code was
designed as “[firm name] and [period] and [[IPC code] or…or [IPC code] or [key
words of consortium]”, which can be programmed by python script to automati-
cally search patents and count the number. Thus, the data and number of
consortium-related patents can be downloaded by itself.
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Independent variables

The independent variable is the intensity of competition for a focal firm in an R&D
consortium. It can be measured by the market commonality of firms in competitor
analysis, defined as the extent to which a focal firm and other firms in an R&D
consortium overlap or compete in their product and geographic markets (Chen, 1996;
Park, Srivastava, & Gnyawali,2014). The intensity of competition is often judged on
the basis of the four-digit SIC code similarity in the US (L. Wang & Zajac, 2007).
Because all the samples are Japanese firms, we employed the Japan Standard Industrial
Classification (JSIC), which is grouped based on the firms’ industrial fields. In the
study, we counted the number of competitors (c) for a focal firm in a consortium by
judging if the JSIC codes were the same in 2014. Then, it was normalized as c/(n-1) to
measure the intensity of competition for each firm, where n is the total number of
participating firms in a consortium in 2014.

As one of the moderating variables, the firms’ size disparity of consortia is the
average difference in the firm’s sizes within a consortium, measured by the Gini
coefficient commonly used in economics research to measure the degree of inequality
in resource distributions (Harrison & Klein, 2007). By means of the Gini coefficient,
the firms’ size disparity of a consortium can be defined as:

size disparity ¼ 1þ 1

n
−

2

n2s
s1 þ 2s2 þ…þ nsnð Þ

where s is the number of employees in a focal firm in 2014, characterized by the firm’s
size; s is the average size of participating firms in a consortium; and n is the number of
participating firms in a consortium in 2014, characterized by the consortium’s size.

As for the other moderating variables, consortium-organized interaction is defined as
the formal activities organized by a consortium where participating firms are assembled
for social interaction. It was measured by the total number of formal assembly activities
organized in a consortium in 2014, such as conferences, training courses, exhibitions
and events. Such information can be found from the news on the homepage of each
consortium.

Control variables

Control variables are considered, including both consortium-level and firm-level
factors, whose influences on innovation might be confounded with the explan-
atory variables. Consortium-level variables are mainly the consortium’s size and
age. The consortium’s size can be measured by the number of participating
firms in 2014. The consortium’s age is measured by the number of years from
the year established to 2014. Many studies of social network theory have
indicated that the size and age of the network might affect the development
of greater interfirm trust and mutual learning (Gulati, 1995).

As for the firm-level variables, the firm’s size, which is always taken as a contin-
gency factor in various organization studies, has been shown to affect both R&D
expenditures and firm innovation (Rogers, 2004). It is measured by the number of
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employees in 2014. Since the firm’s age is related to its existing technological
competencies (Sorensen & Stuart, 2000), it is also considered and set as the number
of years from the year established to 2014. The firm’s industry is associated with the
difference between R&D intensity and capacity, which is always treated as a dummy
variable. Nineteen dummy variables were chosen since the 649 sample firms were
involved in 20 industries. The firm’s financial performance can positively influence its
R&D capability as a result of innovative performance (Calantone, Cavusgil, & Zhao,
2002) and is characterized by the average ROA from 2014 to 2016. In addition, the
R&D intensity should also be taken as a control variable in innovation studies,
measured by the average ratio of R&D expenditures to its annual sales over the three
preceding years (2014–2016), which contributes to the absorptive capacity of knowl-
edge (Huang, Lin, Wu, & Yu, 2015).

Analysis

Although cross-sectional data would bring about the issue of endogeneity, the
study added sufficient control variables and used a time-lag dependent variable
to deal with the essential disadvantage. Besides, the firm innovation seldomly
affect the intensity of competition of the firm in the consortium. The intensity
of competition as an objective count would be considered as an endogenous
variable.

The dependent variable, firm innovation (measured by patents), is a nonnegative-
integer count variable; thus, ordinary least squares regression is inappropriate. In
addition, its mean is less than the variance of the exogenous variable, which presents
the problem of overdispersion. Prior researchers have suggested that a negative bino-
mial estimation provides a better fit for the overdispersed count data than the more
restrictive Poisson model, which is designed for a maximum likelihood estimation
(Hilbe, 2011). Thus, this research employed the negative binomial regression to
examine the hypotheses.

This research establishes hierarchical multiple regression models to examine the
hypothesized curvilinear relationship between the intensity of competition (X) and firm
innovation (Y), and the moderating roles of the firms’ size disparity of consortia (Z1)
and consortium-organized interaction (Z2). The following equations were modeled,
respectively (Aiken, West, & Reno, 1991):

Y ¼ β1X þ β2X
2 þ C

Y ¼ β1X þ β2X
2 þ β3Z þ β4XZ þ β5X

2Z þ C

All the predictors were entered into the regression equations in four successive steps. In
the first step, all control variables with possible confounding effects were analyzed to
establish a baseline. In the second step, all the linear independent variables (X, Z1, Z2)
were entered. In the third step, the quadratic term (X2) was also entered to test the main
curvilinear effect. In the fourth step, the linear (XZ) and quadratic-by-linear interactions
(X2Z) were also added to test the moderating effects. Two moderating effects of the
participating firms’ size disparity of consortia (Z1) and consortium-organized interac-
tion (Z2) were separately tested in a similar model.
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Results

Table 1 provides the descriptive statistics and bivariate Pearson correlations for all
variables. The bivariate correlation coefficient of the intensity of competition with firm
innovation is small and not significant (r = 0.05, p > 0.05), which indicates that there is
no simple linear relationship between them, as we put forth in Hypothesis 1. Generally,
there are no strong correlations (r < 0.7) among the main independent variables and
control variables, suggesting a relative independence. Given that some existing corre-
lations may still present the potential threat of multicollinearity in the analysis of the
squared and interaction terms, all independent variables that constitute squared and
interaction terms were mean-centered before creating the interaction terms (Cohen,
West, & Aiken, 2014). According to Gujarati & Porter (2008), multicollinearity does
not seem to have influenced the regression results because the variance inflation factor
(VIF) of variables ranging from 1.06 to 4.33 with a mean VIF of 1.71 is below ten.

Table 2 shows the results of our regression analyses estimating firm innovation in a
cooperative consortium by the negative binomial regression. We constructed each
model for incremental improvements in Pseudo R2, Log likelihood and LR chi2

relative to Model 1 as the baseline model including all the control variables. Thus,
the significance level of the newly entered independent variables in the following
models can definitely be compared. Moreover, Prob > =chibar2 almost equals 0.000
in each model, which affirms that the negative binomial regression is appropriate. In
Model 1, all control variables except ROA are found to have significant effects.

Model 2 is further added to all the linear independent variables in which both
intensity of competition (β = 2.217, p < 0.01) and consortium-organized interaction
(β = 0.091, p < 0.01) are positively related to the firm innovation, while the firms’ size
disparity of consortia seems to not be significantly associated with firm innovation (β =
0.256, p > 0.1).

In Model 3, both the linear and squared terms of the intensity of competition
are analyzed. A positive linear term (β = 4.732 p < 0.01) and a negative qua-
dratic term (β = −7.821, p < 0.01) significantly indicate a curvilinear (inverted
U-shaped) relationship between the intensity of competition for a focal firm and
its innovation in the cooperative consortium, thus supporting Hypothesis 1. To
test the fit of the quadratic functions, we compared Model 2 with Model 3.
Significant improvements of Pseudo R2, Log likelihood and LR chi2 (p < 0.01)
between the two models illustrate that the curvilinear model provides a better
fit with the data, which is consistent with our theoretical hypothesis. In
addition, both the firms’ size disparity of consortia (β = −2.339, p < 0.01) and
consortium-organized interaction (β = 0.079, p < 0.01) show significant results in
Model 3, where they have negative and positive impacts on the firm innova-
tion, respectively.

In order to further assess the significance of the inverted U-shaped relationship, the
three-step produce proposed by Lind and Mehlum (2010) and was conducted. First, a
significantly negative quadratic term (β = −7.821, p < 0.01) has been identified in
Model 3. Second, the slopes at the low end (XL) and the high end (XH) of the X-
range were examined with command “utest”. They are significantly positive (XL =
4.73, p < 0.01) and negative (XH = −10.91, p < 0.01), respectively. Third, the turning
point (− 1 /2 2 = 0.30) is located well within the data X- range (0 ~ 1). Fieller method
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(Fieller, 1954) is recommended in constructing the confidence interval of the turning
point to account for finite sample bias and to correct for biases caused by departure

Table 2 Analysis of competition intensity and firm innovation performance

Variables Coefficient (Standard errors)

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5

Consortia age 0.055*** 0.012 0.020 0.018 0.011

(0.017) (0.017) (0.017) (0.017) (0.017)

Consortia size −0.010*** −0.006*** −0.004* −0.006*** −0.004*
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Firm age 0.008** 0.012*** 0.013*** 0.014*** 0.013***

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.0023 (0.003)

Firm size 8.36e−5*** 7.65e−5*** 7.61e−5*** 7.43e−5*** 7.85e−5***

(1.13e−5) (1.08e−5) (1.03e−5) (9.83e−6) (1.03e−5)

R&D / sales 0.041* 0.035 0.054** 0.042* 0.054**

(0.024) (0.023) (0.025) (0.023) (0.024)

ROA 0.008 0.018 0.015 0.012 0.016

(0.017) (0.015) (0.015) (0.015) (0.015)

Firm industry Included

Size disparity 0.256 −2.339*** −1.139 −2.793***
(0.815) (0.888) (0.997) (0.938)

Interaction 0.091*** 0.079*** 0.080*** 0.082***

(0.012) (0.011) (0.011) (0.014)

Competition 2.217*** 4.732*** 5.071*** 4.816***

(0.583) (0.662) (0.643) (0.644)

(Competition)2 −7.821*** −10.900*** −13.580***
(1.139) (1.180) (2.165)

Size disparity × Competition −16.120**
(6.631)

Size disparity× (Competition)2 11.750

(9.209)

Interaction × Competition −0.153
(0.094)

Interaction × (Competition)2 −0.778**
(0.337)

Constant 2.685*** 2.772*** 3.415*** 3.610*** 3.781***

(0.986) (0.951) (0.931) (0.923) (0.937)

Observations 649 649 649 649 649

Pseudo R2 0.044 0.056 0.062 0.065 0.064

Log likelihood −3155.526 −3116.850 −3095.684 −3085.666 −3090.692
LR chi2 291.13*** 368.48*** 410.81*** 430.85*** 420.80***

Dependent variable: firm innovation; *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1
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from normality (Haans, Pieters, & He, 2016). The 95% confidence interval (0.23 ~
0.37) is also within the data X- range. Thus, the inverted U-shaped relationship is
significant.

Model 4 tests the moderating effect of the firms’ size disparity of consortia (Hy-
pothesis 2). The mean-centered linear and quadratic-by-linear interaction terms are
introduced based on Model 3. The linear interaction is negative and significant (size
disparity × intensity of competition: β = −16.120, p < 0.05), although the quadratic-by-
linear interaction is not significant (size disparity × (intensity of competition)2: β =
11.750, p > 0.1). This indicates that the firms’ size disparity of consortia only moderates
the linear effect, as Hypothesis 2 predicted. There are significant improvements in
Pseudo R2, Log likelihood and LR chi2 (p < 0.01) in Model 4 in comparison with Model
3, which, to some extent, affirms its moderating role.

To further comprehend the moderating role of the firms’ size disparity, the proce-
dures from Cohen, West, and Aiken (2014) were followed to plot the regression lines
with the interaction term constructed by the mean-centered variables in Fig. 2. The
relationship between the intensity of competition (x-axis) and firm innovation (y-axis)
was illustrated under the low versus high firms’ size disparity of R&D consortia (plus
or minus one standard deviation from the mean). Overall, the firm’s innovation starts to
appear as a downward trend at the flex point of the parabola after a positive influence.
However, the slope of its change and its value under the high firms’ size disparity of
R&D consortia are basically smaller than under the low firms’ size disparity, in spite of
retaining the inverted-U shape.

Similarly, Model 5 tests the moderating effect of consortium-organized interaction
(Hypothesis 3). Although the linear interaction is not significant (consortium-organized
interaction × intensity of competition: β = −0.153, p > 0.1), the quadratic-by-linear
interaction is negative and significant (consortium-organized interaction × (intensity
of competition)2: β = −0.778, p < 0.05). Significant improvements in Pseudo R2, Log
likelihood and LR chi2 (p < 0.01) between Model 5 and Model 3 demonstrate that the
moderating effect of consortium-organized interaction on the curvilinear relationship
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could provide a better fit, which supports Hypothesis 3. In addition, we plotted its
interaction effect in Fig. 3. As to the high consortium-organized interaction, the slope of
the U-shaped curve is larger. This indicates that the consortium-organized interaction
has the capacity to strengthen the inverted U-shaped relationship. Therefore, the
production of firm innovation in the cooperative R&D consortium does not only rise
more rapidly at a low competition but also declines faster beyond a moderate compe-
tition when consortium-organized interaction is high, as supported by Hypothesis 3.

To verify the robustness of the findings, we employed the ordinary least squares
regression to compare the sign and significance of coefficients, which in Models 3, 4
and 5 are basically consistent. The comparison of ordinary least squares regression
(OLS) and negative binomial regression (NB) is shown in Table 3. In addition, due to
the distribution skewness of competition intensity, a robust check should be conducted
by transforming intensity of competition to dummy variable according to its median
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Table 3 The comparison of the sign and significance of coefficients between OLS and NB

Variables Model 3 Model 4 Model 5

OLS NB OLS NB OLS NB

Size disparity – – – (−) – –

Interaction + + + + + +

Competition + + + + + +

(Competition)2 – – – – – –

Size disparity × Competition – –

Size disparity × (Competition)2 + (+)

Interaction × Competition (+) (−)
Interaction × (Competition)2 – –

*Parentheses: nonsignificant results
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0.18. Although only the linear analysis can be conducted due to the nature of dummy
variable, it still can be found that the results are basically consistent with Table 2.

Discussion and conclusion

The study was motivated by seemingly paradoxcial arguments regarding the role of
coopetition (Gnyawali, Madhavan, He, & Bengtsson, 2016; Raza-Ullah, Bengtsson, &
Kock, 2014) and aimed to explore under what conditions it can play a positive role in
innovation in a R&D consortium. The results shed light on the inverted U-shaped
relationship between the intensity of competition and firm innovation in the cooperative
R&D consortium, which is consistent with the findings in prior studies in other contexts
(Lee, Wang, & Huang, 2015; Park et al., 2014). The evidence implies that a focal firm
with a moderate competition in a cooperative consortium might reach an upper-bound
in innovation performance. This can be explained from the resource dependence theory
by achieving the benefits of resource similarity and complementarity, owing to an
appropriate balance between the numbers of competitors and noncompetitors for each
firm in the cooperative consortium (Gnyawali & Park, 2009). In addition, a focal firm
obtains a poor cooperative gain in a low-competition environment due to a lack of
similar resources, and a declining return on innovation under the threat of high
competition intensity due to excessive similar resources and less complementary
resources. Hence, each firm can generate more innovation outputs with a moderate
level of competition, rather than a low or high level of competition in the cooperative
R&D consortium.

Moreover, the study found that an R&D consortium can provide a better environ-
ment to amplify the benefits of competition and reduce its costs for cooperative
innovation, through adjusting the firms’ size disparity and consortium-organized inter-
action. On the one hand, the result indicates that a high firms’ size disparity can weaken
the linear effect of competition intensity on firm innovation, although it does not
moderate the quadratic effect. This suggests that the R&D consortium with a low size
disparity makes the focal firm achieve more gains from a cooperative R&D. This
corresponds to the previous evidence that collaboration is more likely developed if
partners have a similar status and power (Brass, Galaskiewicz, & Greve, 2004; Chung
et al., 2019) because the high firms’ size disparity gives rise to the power asymmetry
among firms, which brings a series of problems affecting the cooperative innovation,
such as a sense of injustice and free-riding (Van der Vegt et al., 2010; Wang, 2011). The
gap in the size among competitors in a cooperative relationship amplifies the negative
effect of competition (more opportunism), and weakens the incentive effect of compe-
tition (less motivation). Hence, it illustrates that a consortium with a low firms’ size
disparity is more conducive to the coopetition strategy playing a positive role in
innovation.

On the other hand, the empirical results indicate that a consortium-organized
interaction can strengthen the curvilinear relationship between the intensity of
competition and firm innovation, which is basically consistent with our prediction.
As Huang and Li (2009) noted, social interaction is critical to knowledge transfer and
sharing among firms. A number of events organized by the consortium can provide
opportunities for interfirm interaction to accelerate the flow of information and
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knowledge. However, the rapid spread of information is actually a double-edged sword
for cooperative R&D. With regard to a focal firm with a low level of competition,
consortium-organized interaction stimulates active communication and cooperation
with other firms for mutual learning. A similar role is also analyzed in the study of
Chen et al. (2016) referring to consortium-instigated governance and the study of
Asgari, Tandon, Singh, and Mitchell (2018) referring to alliance governance for
managing the threat of competition. However, when the number of competitors
continues to increase above the appropriate competitive intensity, the benefits of
consortium-organized interaction quickly dissipate or even turn into shortcomings.
Because the rapid spread of information in interaction may conversely amplify the
sensitivity to the perceived threats and the concern over the unintended spillover of
sensitive knowledge when there is a large number of competitors in the consortium
(Jarvenpaa & Majchrzak, 2016). To avoid being imitated by competitors or providing a
free-ride chance in the interaction, the firm should instead adopt a conservative
cooperative strategy to minimize its own input on innovation activities. Overall, a
consortium organizing a large amount of interaction can promote more cooperative
innovation for the firms in a low and moderate competitive intensity, while one with
limited interaction, conversely, can provide a better environment for firms in a highly
competitive intensity.

Research and practical implications

The study has significant implications for research and practice. Regarding the
literature contributions, the study follows the dyadic research of Park et al. (2014) to
extend our understanding of the role of coopetition in firm innovation performance by
shifting the discussion from whether dyadic coopetition is beneficial for innovation to
when and to what extent the intensity of competition matters in multiparty cooperative
R&D consortia using resource dependence theory and social network lenses. The study
employs the resource dependence theory to deeply analyze the effects of competition
intensity on cooperative R&D behaviors by the combination of resource similarity and
complementarity, which responds to the appeal of the interplay between competitive
and cooperative behaviors to some extent (Hoffmann et al., 2018). It also drew on
social network theory to identify network properties of consortia as boundary condi-
tions for managing the tension of competition and cooperation. The contingency effects
that network properties create for the relationships between the individual firms’ ego-
network situation and their innovation are similarly highlighted by Zaheer, Gözübüyük,
and Milanov (2010). The analysis of the firms’ size disparity of R&D consortia
explains the contradictory findings on whether the collaboration with different-size
firms or similar-size firms can gain more innovative achievements from the viewpoint
of power equity, in consideration of the structural property of the network. The analysis
of consortium-organized interaction also indicates the difference between formal and
informal interaction owing to the reliable role, based on verifying the role of social
interaction in an interorganizational network from the view of trust, in consideration of
the relational property of the network. In addition, the hypothesis developments
simultaneously employ various mechanisms of the access to the information resource,
power and trust, which was emphasized as one of the future research directions in the
application of social network analysis by Zaheer et al. (2010). Finally, the study
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provides quantitative evidence with Japanese large-sample data, complementing the
existing literature mainly based on qualitative case studies or descriptive survey
statistics. It is also in line with the call for a greater engagement with the Asia Pacific
context (APJM Editorial Team, 2020; Yiu, Lam, Gaur, Lee, & Wong, 2018).

As to the managerial implications, the results shed light on the practical relevance
for both the policymakers of R&D consortia and the managers of member firms. The
study provides policymakers of R&D consortia and the sponsoring government with a
more refined understanding of the consortium’s composition and governance mecha-
nism. This helps them to establish more favorable policies under which participating
firms are enabled to commit more efforts in cooperative R&D activities. For example,
considering that both the entry and exit of firms could change the intensity of
competition in the R&D consortium and the firms’ size disparity, the managers of
consortium should carefully manage the entry and exit of firms to balance a proper
intensity of competition for each participating firm and keep a proper disparity of firms’
size. Besides, insight is provided for managers regarding how many events and what
kind of events should be organized to provide member firms with reliable chances for
interaction. Moreover, the study suggests that the firm’s managers need to select an
R&D consortium with caution based not only on the correlation between the research
interests and the established objectives of the consortium but also the composition of
the consortium and the frequency of interactive events. The firm should evaluate the
intensity of competition for itself, the size disparity of extant participants, and gover-
nance capability of the consortium, before deciding to join an R&D consortium.

Limitations and further research

In the study, several limitations should still be considered and discussed. First, the study only
employed cross-sectional data for empirical analysis, although the properties of R&D
consortia evolve over time. Due to the requirement of the specified network boundary and
the quantity of network-level samples, it is very difficult to acquire the member data of each
consortium every year. Second, the distribution intensity of the competition and the firms’
size disparity of consortia are respectively skewed with a large number of values less than
0.5 and values more than 0.5. This is mainly because there are more firms preferring to
believe in the role of diversity when selecting R&D consortia. Third, the study only focused
on member firms and ignored the roles of the third-party agency when studying the
composition of consortia, such as government bodies, universities and research institutes.
Moreover, the study only included those firms in successful consortia but ignored the
possible impact of consortia survivor bias. Fourth, the study did not distinguish the
innovation types in the study on firm innovation performance in the consortium, although
there were studies on the classification of innovation, such as exploratory and exploitative
innovation (Jansen, Van Den Bosch, & Volberda, 2006), as well as incremental and radical
innovation (Ritala &Hurmelinna-Laukkanen, 2013). In addition, the measure used may not
capture all of a firm’s cooperative innovations in the consortium, although patents have been
acknowledged as a valid measure of innovation (Kim& Inkpen, 2005), and IPC codes have
also been recognized as the classification of subject areas (Johnstone et al., 2010). Fifth, the
study did not consider if the opposite causal mechanism between competition and innova-
tion could be true as well. For example, the advent of innovation itself might be what drives
entry into the consortia. As successful innovationmay attract the entrance of larger firms, the
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size disparity of consortia might certainly be an outcome of innovation. Similarly, consortia-
organized events might arise in response to the innovation output. Dynamic research will be
emphasized in the future. Finally, the study was done only with the Japanese consortia and
firms although Japan is the major country highlighting cooperative innovation and devel-
oping advantage of R&D consortia in the Asia Pacific region. It still has to acknowledged
that extending the lens to other economies may further enhance our understanding of the
internationalization behaviors of coopetition by comparing country-specific heterogeneities
in the Asia Pacific region.

Overall, future research could be expected to develop finer-grained empirical mea-
sures with international panel data and provide a further understanding of the relation-
ships in a dynamic network. A study under other network contexts is also expected to
broaden the generalizability of the results.
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